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Abstract
Relief mapping using the secant method offers an efﬁcient method
for adding per pixel height ﬁeld based displacement to an arbitrary
polygonal mesh in real time. The technique utilizes an interval
based method in which bounds of the interval are computed in the
beginning and are reﬁned at every iteration until the intersection
point is reached. The search space deﬁned by the interval reduces
and converges to the intersection point rapidly and outperforms cur-
rentlypopularbinarysearchbasedmethod(reliefmapping)usedfor
performing this task. We compute the bounds using simple ray seg-
ment intersection method. We demonstrate the algorithm and show
empirical and explicit evidence of the speedup.
Keywords: per-pixel displacement mapping, image based render-
ing
1 Introduction
Most of the interesting objects, natural as well as synthetic, have
complex surface structures that require huge sets of polygons for
their accurate modeling of the complex structural feature variations
such as those on the trunk of a tree. This limitation immensely hin-
ders the process of rendering such objects, and is virtually impos-
sible for applications requiring rendering at interactive frame-rates.
To remedy the problem of dealing with unmanageable amounts of
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geometry image-based techniques have been explored. The main
advantage of employing an image-based solution is that it decou-
ples the rendering complexity from the geometric complexity of
the surface being rendered. One of the earliest and most com-
monly used image-based techniques is bump mapping, introduced
by Blinn [Blinn 1978]. Bump mapping lights each pixel of a poly-
gonas thoughithad a3Dstructurerepresentedbyitstexture. Bump
mapping does not, however, capture all of the visual effects such
as shadowing and occlusion. A more accurate technique called
displacement mapping was introduced by Cook[Cook 1984] .This
method utilizes a height ﬁeld texture which is used to displace the
actual geometry of the surface. Modern graphics hardware allows
texture lookups in the vertex processing program and therefore can
be used to access the height ﬁeld to perform per-vertex displace-
ment. However, the current height ﬁeld rendering research focus is
on per-pixel displacement. This enables strikingly accurate render-
ing of complex surfaces with ﬁne-scale details.
We propose a method for achieving better performance over cur-
rent per-pixel displacement mapping methods by performing mul-
tiple iterations of the secant method in order to ﬁnd the roots of an
arbitrary function.
In the next section, we present a survey of previous work in height
ﬁeld rendering.
2 Background
Parallax mapping [Kaneko et al. 2001] is a method for approximat-
ing the parallax seen on uneven surfaces. Using the view ray trans-
formed to tangent space, parallax mapping samples a height texture
to ﬁnd the approximate texture coordinate offset that will give the
illusion that a three dimensional structure is being rendered. Paral-
lax mapping is a crude approximation of displacement mapping. It
can not simulate occlusion, self shadowing or silhouettes. Since it
requires only one additional texture read, it is a fast and therefore a
relevant approximation for use in video games.
McGuire et al. improved on the algorithm by proposing steep paral-Figure 1: 3D height-ﬁeld and view ray geometry used in Section 3
to illustrate the algorithm.
lax mapping [McGuire 2005]. Steep parralax mapping uses a linear
search that marches along the view ray checking for intersection
with the surface at regular intervals until it ﬁnds a point where it is
found to have pierced the surface. The texture coordinates at this
point are then used to get an approximation to the actual point of
intersection. The need for many texture reads makes steep parallax
mapping far slower than parallax mapping. However, the extra test-
ing results in a better approximation that supports self shadowing,
occlusion and a visual quality rivaling that of the shells technique
withoutanyextrapreprocessingormemoryrequirementsotherthan
those of parallax mapping.
Per-pixel displacement mapping with distance functions [Donnelly
2005] uses a three dimensional source texture which stores for each
voxel the distance to the closest point on the surface to be viewed.
The technique is based on sphere tracing [Hart 1996], a technique
developed to accelerate ray tracing of implicit surfaces.
Relief mapping [Policarpo et al. 2005] begins with a linear search in
the same fashion as steep parallax mapping. However, once it ﬁnds
the point at which the ray has pierced the surface, it then performs
a binary search along the view ray to home in on the exact point of
intersection.
Dynamic Parallax Occlusion Mapping [Tatarchuk. 2006] relies on
an initial linear search followed by a single iteration of the secant
method to ﬁt a series of discrete linear functions to the curve. This
is a highly efﬁcient method for rendering a good approximation of
the surface. Whereas it doesn’t offer the same level of accuracy as
a technique using a true root ﬁnding method, it also doesn’t suf-
fer from the performance degradation caused by branch dependent
texture lookups.
We make the claim that by extending the use of the secant method
as used in Dynamic Parallax Occlusion Mapping to multiple iter-
ations, we can achieve the same visual quality as Relief Mapping
with fewer dependent texture lookups than is required with a binary
search.
Figure 2: Linear search along the view ray.
3 The Algorithm
Like similar methods, our algorithm conceptually takes a 2D slice
out of a 3D height-ﬁeld as can be seen in ﬁgure 1. The algorithm
comprises of two main steps:
1. Find initial intersection interval by performing a uniform lin-
earsearchalongtheviewray. Thisinvolvessamplingtheview
ray at equally spaced steps and looking up the height ﬁeld
until the point on the ray is below the corresponding height
value. This step is identical to the ﬁrst step of the relief map-
ping technique and is illustrated in Figure 2.
2. Iteratively reduce the intersection interval (shown in Figure
2) to a speciﬁed threshold by adjusting the upper and lower
bound of the interval with a ray-line segment intersection test.
This step is explained in detail in the remaining paragraphs of
this section.
We refer to the two bounding points of the interval as upper bound
and lower bound, the upper being the point on the view ray be-
fore the intersection and the lower being the point after intersec-
tion. Since we are dealing with 2D slices of 3D space, the bounding
points are represented by 2D co-ordinates (x,y).
We sample the height ﬁeld surface at our upper and lower points of
the interval to ﬁnd the two surface points and join the resulting two
points to deﬁne a line (see Figure 3 in which the blue line joins the
two points). The point at which this line intersects the view ray is
deﬁned as either the new upper or new lower bound depending on
whether the height of the surface at that point is greater or less than
our intersection point on the view ray (Figure 3 shows the updated
upper bound). Our view ray is a line passing through the origin and
hence may be represented as
Aviewx+Bviewy = 0 (1)
and the line passing through the two surface points may be repre-
sented as
Alinex+Bliney+Cline = 0 (2)
where
Aline = yUpperBound −yLowerBound (3)
Bline = xLowerBound −xUpperBound (4)
Cline = −BlineyUpperBound −AlinexUpperBound (5)
Solving for the point of intersection we get
x =Cline
Bview
AviewBline−AlineBview
(6)
y = −Cline
Aview
AviewBline−AlineBview
(7)
The intersection point updates one of the boundary points of the
interval. By iterating through this method, we quickly converge to
the point of intersection.
In the next sections we show the results from our methods and com-
pare its performance with that of the relief method.Figure 3: Search along the view ray; for this speciﬁc example an intersection is found in two iterations. The number of iterations for any
given case depends on the angle of the incoming view ray and the function it intersects with.
4 Results and Analysis
We implemented our technique and relief mapping on the GPU us-
ing DirectX and HLSL. Both use the same linear search function
to ﬁnd the initial interval, and have the same basic structure for the
secant/binary search. The only difference between the two is how
they reﬁne the bound.
For relief mapping computation we assigned the midpoint between
upper and lower bound i.e (upper + lower)/2 as one of the bounds.
For the secant method we set the intersection point as one of the
bounds. So the additional cost of the secant method is an extra divi-
sion, multiplication and three subtractions per iteration. The secant
method recovers this loss by converging faster to the intersection
and thus requiring fewer iterations and fewer slow dependent tex-
ture reads. The illustration on the ﬁrst page demonstrates the faster
convergence of our method using a side-by-side comparison of the
images generated after two iterations of our method and relief map-
ping method. Both the methods used ﬁve linear searches before
carrying out the iterations. In addition to this, we demonstrate the
performance increase by counting the number of iterations required
by each pixel to reach convergence in each of the methods. We
show the comparison results in Figure 4.
5 Discussion
We have presented a fast converging algorithm based on the se-
cant method for per-pixel height ﬁeld rendering. By utilizing the
available height ﬁeld and viewing information, we have shown an
efﬁcient way of adaptively reducing the search space for ﬁnding
the intersection point. Though, empirical evidence shows that both
methods require about the same iterations in the worst case, on av-
eragethesecantbasedalgorithmconvergesintwotothreeiterations
whereas it takes ﬁve to eight binary search steps.
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/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// secant method //
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// this portion of code requires a linear search to first be //
// performed, with the two points right before and right after //
// collision stored as the upper and lower variables //
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
pixel_color.a = 1;
float int_depth = 0;
for(int i = 0; (i < 10) && (abs(pixel_color.a - int_depth) > .01); i++)
{
float line_slope = (upper_h - lower_h)/(upper_d - lower_d);
float line_inter = upper_h - line_slope*upper_d;
float dem = view_slope - line_slope;
float inter_pt = line_inter / dem;
tex_coords_offset2D = inter_pt * float2(view_vec.y, -view_vec.x);
int_depth = view_slope*inter_pt;
pixel_color=tex2D(heightSampler,(tex_coords_offset2D)+input.tex_coords);
if(pixel_color.a < int_depth) //new upper bound
{
upper_h = pixel_color.a;
upper_d = inter_pt;
best_depth = upper_h;
}
else //new lower bound
{
lower_h = pixel_color.a;
lower_d = inter_pt;
best_depth = lower_h;
}
}
// compute our final texture offset
tex_coords_offset2D = ((1.0f/view_slope)*best_depth)*float2(view_vec.y,-view_vec.x);
// store pixel color
pixel_color = tex2D(textureSampler, tex_coords_offset2D+input.tex_coords);
Secant method shader code